8:00. The tour starts

Morella is the historical capital of the region dels Ports and its walled historic centre is at an altitude of over 3280 ft. Morella is a must-see because of the great heritage of the municipality. Surrounded by a 2 kilometers wall, and crowned by a ruined castle. Behind its medieval walls lie a confused maze of narrow streets, alleyways and steep steps, which form part of one of the oldest continuously inhabited towns in Spain.


The tour starts at the San Miguel Tower. Towers which frame the main entrance gate (one of the 7) into the town.

The walking tour starts with the visit to the Ayuntamiento (court house), Don Blasco de Alagón street, casas solariegas and in the upper part of the town you will find the Basilica de Santa Maria la Mayor, a church built in the Gothic style and boasting 2 elaborate sculpted doorways and a unique raised choir, accessed by an intricately carved spiral staircase.

The ruined castle which overlooks the town (Castillo de Morella), was built by the Moors in the 13th century, it stands at a height of 1,072 metres above sea level. The castle has seen many battles throughout the centuries and was built on the site of earlier fortresses of Iberian and Roman origin. Be sure to also visit the nearby medieval aqueduct of Santa Llúcia.
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Panoramic Bus till Villafames and lunch

http://www.egrupos.net/albumPhoto/3581516/photo_2.jpg

After lunch, transfer to Valencia.

Panoramic visit on board a bus to the old city. Once there, there is a visit on foot that takes in the major monuments of Valencia: Estación del Norte, Plaza de Toros, Plaza del Ayuntamiento, Mercado Central (where we can organize a tasting tour where visitors can savour some of the delicious foodstuffs sold at the market), Lonja, Plaza Redonda, Palacio del Marques de Dos Aguas, Plaza del Patriarca, Catedral, Plaza de la Almoina and Plaza de la Virgen.


The visitors will then be driven past the old riverbed of the Turia to the most avant-garde part of the city to marvel at the arts and sciences complex known as Ciudad de las Artes y de las
Ciencias. On foot, they will be able to see the emblematic exteriors of the buildings designed by the architect Santiago Calatrava.
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18:00 end.